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Abstract：
The transient absorption bleaching and velocity overshoot of photoexcited carriers in GaAs and Si have been observed
by the intense few-circle terahertz (THz) probe pulse in the optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP) configuration. The
free-carrier THz nonlinearity is attributed to the transient electron redistribution in conduction band induced by the
strong THz electric field component.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The developments of intense coherent THz source stimulated the explorations on the nonlinear effects of materials in
THz frequency range in recent years[1-14]. The intense-THz induced exciting phenomena include dynamical
Franz-Keldysh effect (DFKE) [5, 6], cross-phase modulation

[7]

, ultrafast impact ionization[8,9], photoluminescence

quenching[10] etc. have been reported. It has been found that the intense THz electric field can produce an additional
long-lived coherent THz emission [11], and induce the carrier-wave Rabi oscillation between bound impurity levels [12] in
doped GaAs. More recently, T. Kampfrath et al. performed the manipulation on the coherent spin waves in
antiferromagnetic NiO by the magnetic component of intense Single-cycle terahertz pulses[13].
The redistribution of electrons in momentum space in conduction band of semiconductors is expected to occur under
the drive of the intense-field electromagnetic wave, which leads to the free-carriers nonlinear optics effects in the
far-infrared frequency range. For instance, the intense THz electric field can lead to the ballistic transport of electrons in
GaAs across half the Brillouin zone [14]. For the semiconductors materials with multi-valley conduction band such as
GaAs, InGaAs, the electron at central energy valley (Γ valley) of conduction band can gain enough energy under high
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electric field to scatter into upper energy valleys (L, X valley). As a result, the electron mobility is decreased because the
electron at L and X valley has larger effective mass than at Γ valley. Recently, the intense few-cycle THz electric field
pulse was utilized to reveal the ultrafast intervalley-electron-scattering dynamics in n-doped InGaAs and photoexcited
GaAs[15,16], which dominate the observed significant THz absorption bleaching. On the other hand, the electron velocity
overshoot can take place over the sub-picosecond time scale under a strong step DC electric field due to the intervalley
electron scattering in the semiconductor with multivalley conduction band structure. In this work, we employ the intense
THz electric pulse with peak electric field higher than 170kV/cm to access the nonlinear electron transport related to the
Γ-L intervalley scattering in photoexcited GaAs and Si. We demonstrate a method to explore the transient
electron-velocity-overshoot phenomena via intense few-cycle THz electric pulse by using optical-pump – THz-probe
(OPTP) experimental configuration.

2. EXPERIMETAL
The sample studied was 0.5mm-thickness, undoped-GaAs and Si single crystal wafer. In the OPTP experiment, the
ALLS beam line

[1]

used in the experiment provided 800 nm, 30 fs laser pulses with energies as high as 38 mJ at a

repetition rate of 100 Hz. The beam was split into three portions, which are employed to produce THz pulse, excite
optically sample and detect transmitted THz electric field, respectively. The few-cycle THz radiation with 0.1-3 THz
frequency, 0.60μJ energies, is generated by a large-aperture ZnTe optical rectification source. The collinear THz probe
and 800nm pump beam normally focusing on the sample without aperture have the spot diameter 1.6 mm and 12 mm,
respectively. The optical pump power on the sample is estimated lower than 0.9mW. The THz pulse electric field was
detected by free-space electro-optic detection of a ZnTe crystal. The signal was monitored by the computer controlled
lock-in amplifier. The THz transmissions with respect to the pump-probe delay were measured by controlling the
mechanic delay lines. The experiments were done under a dry nitrogen purge at room temperature. In the measurement,
the metal-wiregrid polarizers before and after sample are used to change the incident THz pulse energy and remove the
saturation effect of ZnTe detector, respectively. The high-field THz pulse at focus position has the electric field amplitude
of 170kV/cm at main peak as estimated from the measured THz energy. For comparison, the low -field THz probe beam
with peak electric field of 4kV/cm is applied to detect the linear transmission.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 THz absorption bleaching
Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of the electric-field-amplitude transmission of the THz main peak. Compared
with the low-field THz probing, the time-dependent transmission probed by the high-field THz is increased
pronouncedly for both Si and GaAs. The increment approaches to 32% after 2 ps of pump-probe delay for GaAs, when
the carriers achieve the thermodynamic equilibrium. Figure 2 display the normalized THz waveforms measured at the
pump-probe delay t=10 ps. The absorption bleaching can been seen clearly from the transmission of the overall
waveforms, where the photoexcited carriers consume less THz electric field under high-field THz probing than low-field
case. Especially, the tailing portion of high-field THz pulse travels through the photoexcited sample almost without
electric-amplitude loss and phase shift.
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Figure 1: Normalized THz electric transmission of main peak as the function of the pump-probe time delay for GaAs (a) and Si (b),
respectively.

Figure 2: The normalized THz waveforms measured before and after pump (t=10 ps) under low-field (a), (c) and high-field (b), (d)
THz probing for GaAs and Si, respectively.

The 800nm-wavelength optical excitation injects the electrons into the Γ valley and X valley of conduction band in
GaAs and Si, respectively. The transmission depends on the conductivity of the free carriers in the thin conducting sheet
[17].

Therefore, we propose that the absorption bleaching is attributed to the high-field electron transport. The electrons

can gain far higher temperature than lattice under the applied strong electric field. As a consequence, the electrons in Γ
valley may be scattered into upper satellite valleys (L, X valleys) with larger effective mass (or lower mobility) when
obtaining higher energy than the separation of adjacent two valleys. In addition, the electrons scattering rate would be
increased when the polar optical phonon and intervalley scattering dominate [18]. On the other hand, since the optical
phonon in GaAs has the lifetime (3-7 ps

[19]

) comparable to THz pulse length, the accumulation of emitted optical

phonon from the electron scattering could take place under the strong THz field. The increase of the optical phonon
population also decreases the electron mobility. As a result, the free-carrier conductivity is reduced due to the
acceleration by the intense THz electric field, and therefore results in the increase of the THz transmission in
photoexcited Si and GaAs.
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3.2 Carrier velocity overshoot
The THz electric field, Epump, transmitted through the thin conducting photoexcited layer of conductivity σ and
thickness d can be expressed in terms of the incident field, Ei, and current density J as [20]

E pump =

1
( 2Y0 Ei − Jd )
Y0 + Ys

(1)

where Y0 = (377 Ω)-1 and Ys = NY0 are the free-space and sample admittances, respectively, and N is the index of
refraction of sample. The current density J = qnvΓis determined by the carrier charge q, the carrier density n, and average
drift velocity v. The transmitted THz electric field through the air-insulator interface before optical pump follows the
equation,

Ebeforepump =

1
( 2Y0 Ei )
Y0 + Ys

(2)

Therefore, the carrier drift velocity is proportional to the transmitted THz electric field difference (δE) between before
and after optical pump, i.e., v(t ) ∝ E pump − Ebeforepump . In figure 3, we present the normalized δE waveforms under low
and high THz probe field for Si and GaAs, respectively. It can be seen that the high-field THz induced carrier average
velocity exhibit remarkable saturation effect in the tailing portion of velocity waveform compared with low-field THz
probe case. Especially, a pronouncedly drop occured to the carrier velocity drived by the high-field THz electric field in
the case of photoexcited GaAs.

Figure 3: The experimental transmitted THz electric field difference between before and after optical pump, δE, obtained from figure 2
for photoexcited GaAs (a) and Si (b), respectively.
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Under the strong DC electric field, the electron velocity tend to be saturated due to the energy exchange between
electron and lattice via optical phonon scattering, the saturation velocity is described by the equation[21]

vs = (
Where the hωLO and

8 1/2 hωLO 1/2
) ( * )
m
3π

(3)

m* denotes the optical phonon energy and electron effective mass, respectively. Since the time

duration of electric field oscillation of the THz waveform is comparable to the electron scattering time, the strong THz
transient can induce the electron velocity saturation in the manner of accelerating the electron by its electric field
component.
Now we turn to the demonstration of extracting the electron average velocity in photoexcited GaAs. It should be
noted that the contribution to the carrier mobility from photoexcited holes is large in the case Si. However, the carrier
mobility due to hole is only 4% of electron mobility in photoexcited GaAs. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the
nonlinear velocity from hole and consider the photoexcited GaAs as an electron conducting layer on the insulator
substrate. The low-field THz complex conductivities in frequency domain for photoexcited GaAs follow the Drude mode
as shown in the inset in figure 4. The carrier scattering time, τ=170fs, as well as the carrier density, n=1.7x1017cm-3, can
be retrieved from the general Drude-conductivity fitting procedure, respectively [22, 23]. Consequently, the average carrier
velocity was obtained from the equation (1) and (2), and shown in figure 4 along with the incident THz electric field
waveform. The carrier achieves its maximum velocity over 1x108cm/s by the acceleration of the two leading electric
field oscillations followed by a drop to -0.2x108cm/s corresponding to the third electric field oscillations in the THz
waveform. The saturated electron velocity estimated from the equation (3) for GaAs is around vs=2x107cm/s. Therefore,
the extracted maximum and minimum carrier-velocity amplitude magnitude indicates that the electron velocity overshoot
take place in the case of high-field THz probing for the phtoexcited GaAs. The electron velocity overshoot is triggered
by the intense leading THz electric field oscillations, which accelerate electrons and push the electrons away Brillouin
zone centre. Consequently, the electrons can overcome the Γ-L valleys separation and be scattered into upper energy
valleys with relatively large effective mass and small electron mobility. The dynamic modulation to the electron effective
mass within sub-picosecond time scale leads to the nonlinear electron velocity overshoot transient. It should be
mentioned that the electron velocity saturation due to the intavalley electron heating induced by intense THz electric
field dominates in photoexcited Si.
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Figure 4: The carrier average velocity waveforms for photoexcited GaAs along with the incident THz electric field waveform (dash
dot line). The inset presents the extracted complex conductivities as the function of frequency from the THz transmission. The σ1 and
σ1 correspond to the real and imaginary part of conductivities, respectively. The blue solid lines denote the simulations to the
experimental data by the Drude model.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have observed nonlinear transient absorption bleaching of intense few-cycle terahertz (THz) pulses in photoexcited
GaAs and Si by using optical-pump – THz-probe (OPTP) experimental configuration. The temporal waveforms of carrier
average velocity were extracted from the transmitted THz electric field difference between before and after optical pump.
A remarkable nonlinear carrier velocity saturation and overshoot in the carrier-average-velocity temporal profiles can be
seen clearly in the case of high-electric-field THz probe. The observed THz dynamic absorption modulation and electron
velocity overshoot is due to the THz-electric-field induced transient electron redistribution in conduction band.
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